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LIPS

04 Velvet
long lasting lipstick

Velvet lipstick has an intense, bright color and a weightless  creamy texture, gives 
comfort and confidence for a long time. Saves shade intensity for all day without 
leaking. These sensual lip colors are perfect for daily wear.
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Joli Shine & Matte 
long lasting lipstick 

Lipstick Q

Creamy texture of this lipstick gives com-
fort and confidence for a long time. Saves 
shade intensity for all day without leaking. 
Available in two version:
- shine 
- matte.

Trendy colors in an elegant package. An 
innovation in lipstick formulation that 
makes it possible to have long wear, high 
shine and lip treatment benefits at the 
same time.
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10 Liquid Matt Mousse 
lipstick

A smoothing matte liquid lipstick that’s 
provide an incredibly expressive, matte 
finish color for many hours. A smoothing 
texture, which gives to the lips a highly pig-
mented and long lasting plumping look. 
The lipstick formula enriched by argan oil 
and vitamin E, ensure a soft and enjoyable 
sensation. Six captivating shades, for per-
fect look in every occasion.
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09 Lip
liner

A lip pencil with a delicate satin finish, outlines the lip contour 
to intensify the lips shape and perfect make-up. Its unique 
formula does not dry the lips, allows to hold a lipstick for a 
long-lasting effect. Lip liner is available in 3 shades matching  
with the lipsticks range to ensure a sublime make-up result.
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06 Color focus
moisturizing lipstick

Super moisturizing lipstick, that provides exceptional color and  luster. Lipstick has a 
delicate, light texture, rich in moisturizing and caring components. It gives an instant 
sensation of silkiness of the lips and smoothing effect.
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13 Let’s Glow
lip gloss

The shining shades of Let’s Glow lip gloss 
wraps your lips in diamond sparkling colors 
dimension and very pleasant aromatic 
scent of grape. The formula features Vita-
min E with moisturizing properties  to make 
your lips soft and smooth.
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11 Joli Color Matte 
lip gloss

Our velvety smooth Joli Color Matte lip 
gloss delivers a burst of creamy color. 
The long wearing formula goes on as a 
high pigmented liquid that gives look of 
flat matte finish. Leaving lips colored in 
gorgeous velvety perfection that lasts. 
Perfect for daily wear. 
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12 Metallic lip gloss 
& Bliss lip gloss

This unforgettable ultra-metallic lip gloss 
brings you a new, sophisticated style. Leav-
ing  your lips with intense, multidimensional 
finish. Handy packaging which you can take 
away.
Must Have!
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18 Glossy Bomb
lip gloss

Special formula that keeps lips soft, smooth, 
and glossy. Apply to top and bottom lips for 
full coverage. For sheer coverage, apply 
to lower lip only and blot lips together. For 
more color, apply several coats until you 
receive desired results.
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19 Vaseline lip 
therapy

vanilla
pudding

tropical 
juice

raspberry
cream

The formula of Vaseline therapy has been created to 
help chapped lips and prevent dryness by locking in 
moisture. This protect barrier keeps lips safe in bad 
weather conditions, such as freeze, wind, heat. For 
everyday use. 

Available in three aromatic version,  with moisturizing 
and nourishing  ingredients:
- tropical juice with aloe extract
- raspberry cream with sweet almond oil
- vanilla pudding with papaya oil.

14 Vivid Full Brilliant
lip gloss

This lip gloss has a special formula to be 
sheer and hydrating. The smooth, creamy 
texture leaves the lips feeling alive and nev-
er sticky. Thanks to special sparkling, the 
color is extremely shiny and luminous.
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Lip Balm Lolly Pop has been created for those who seek, something more than 
just protection! Lolly Pop combines an easy application with a pleasant expe-
rience, fulfilling your need for a hydrated and smooth lips. In a small, handy 
applicator you will discover a lip balm in four, wonderfully aromatic scents and 
soothing pastels colors to choose from.

Available in four aromatic 
version:
- vanilla Ice Cream 
- strawberry shake 
- chocolate cake 
- bubble splash

21 Lip balm
Lolly Pop 

This is an original lip gloss with the taste of sweet vanilla or juicy raspberry. 
Easy to apply because of handy tube, perfectly smoothest and moisturizes 
due to vitamin E and its smoothy consistency. Your lips will look healthy and 
shiny!

22 Vanilla & Raspberry
lip balm with Vitamine E

20a/b/c Mirror Effect 
Lip Oil

Tropical Vibe Lip Oil is a combination of oils and moisturizers that nourish and 
moisturize lips. The product is non-sticky and gives a fresh and juicy look.

20a
PLUM

20b
Granat

20c
Orange
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Often called ‘liquid gold’, argan oil is an organic product  extracted from the 
kernels of the argan tree, which came from Morocco. It is extremely rich in ben-
eficial nutrients including fatty acids and vitamin E. Lip balm with argan oil im-
mediately moisturizes, hydrates and softens your lips. Restores elasticity and 
leaves lips feeling plumper and softer.

26 Lip Care 
with argan oil

25 Lip balm CARE 
with aloe & sweet almond oil

The perfect combination of natural extract of aloe vera and sweet almond oil 
- makes your lips smooth and moisturized. Soothes chapped lips and elimi-
nates irritation. Designed for daily care to give your lips care satisfaction, and 
enjoy of the fruit flavor sensation. 

Available in three versions: 
- peach 
- watermelon
- strawberry

24 Lip Scrub
with Oil

A gentle strawberry-flavored lip scrub:
- deeply moisturizes and intensively nourishes
- gives a lips softeness and delicacy
- regenerates cracked lips.

Immediate effect thanks to 
the precious oils:
- argan oil
- shea butter
- cocont oil
- sweet almonds oil
Lips become soft smooth 
and nourished. 
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Vegan lip balm Power of Green makes your lips softer nourished and smooth. 
The simple composition rich in beneficial nutrients specially for sensitive care 
is suitable for the most demanding customers. 

28

28a

Power of Green 
Vegan lip balm

Power of Green 
Vegan lip balm

Contains: shea butter, coconut oil, calendula extract, 
aloe extract, Vitamin E, candellila wax, castor oil.

12

29a

29
Lip balm 
repair SPF 10

Lip repair SOS 
with olive oil & vitamin E

Argan Oil is well-known for its favorable properties, 
richness of nutrients and Vitamin E and C. Olive oil fa-
mous for moisturizing and smoothening impact and 
antiaging properties. These are the main ingredients 
of SOS regenerating lipstick formula. Irritated, chapped 
and dried lips will be quickly smoothed. Regular appli-
cation of SOS lipstick will help them regenerate.
The yellow version Contains SPF 10.

30 Lip Balm 
for men

Even the toughest needs support!
Lip balm for men protects your lips from any weather conditions such as 
freeze, wind or heat. Available in stylish black case easy to take way, to 
use everywhere, at any time of the year.



Hello beautiful! 
Eyeshadow Palette

The Hello beautiful eyeshadow palette is a composition 
of matte and glossy shadows. The colors were chosen to 
prepare a natural make-up, but also to have the pos-
sibility of a stronger look. High pigmentation and a silky 
texture make the shadows easy to apply and stay on the 
eyelid for a long time. Be inspired by the colors and ex-
press yourself on your own terms.

EYES

13

31

31a

Beauty Obssesion 
eyeshadow palette

A palette of shades ideal for creating your 
dreamed makeup. Daily as well as evening 
style, with Beauty Obsession,  you will get a 
wild range of effects, withing the same set. 
Silky formula for easy application allows to 
apply shadows without crumbling. Eyeshad-
ows perfectly adhere to the eyelid and last for 
a long time. 
Your Obsession – our eyeshadows! 
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34 Color Focus
eyeshadow ‘3

What can be better than two eye shadows? 
The composition of three! It allows you to get 
effective and long-lasting make-up, from the 
natural to the most sophisticated. They will 
brilliantly emphasize the color of the eye iris 
and give interesting facial expressions. Easy 
spreading formula, well pigmented, provides 
excellent coverage and gives an intense ef-
fect for a long time. 
Eye make-up has never been so easy.
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Color Focus
eyeshadow ‘1

Color Focus 
eyeshadow ‘2

Satin structure with the addition of unusually 
gentle, noble pearl shine gives your eyelids 
elegant glow and sensual grace. Ideal con-
sistency provides easy and pleasant appli-
cation. Specially designed formula prevents  
crumbling and gathering in eye folds. 
Rich color by one touch.

The composition of two perfectly matched 
colors for a unique eye makeup. Due to the vel-
vet formula, saturated by pigments, shadows 
do not crumble, ensuring long-term mainte-
nance on the eyelids. Give your eyes a unique 
character and keep a feeling of lightness. 
Color focus eyeshadows for your perfect look!
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35 Metallic Shine
eyeshadow

Eyeshadow in the intensively glossy colors give 
the effect of indiscrete, metallic shine. The deli-
cate consistency spreads smoothly on the eyelid, 
giving an elegant and sensual charm. Beautiful-
ly emphasize and lights up  the eyes, due to the 
tiny shimmering particles. Perfect for preparation 
evening makeup. 
For a shiny and sparkling metallic glow look.
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37

Color Focus
eyeshadow ‘4

Color Focus 
eyeshadow new ‘4

Composition of four eyeshadows contain sets of 
perfectly harmonized colors to create extra ordinary 
makeup. The high content of pigment makes each 
color is distinct and individual. Specially designed 
formula prevents crushing and collecting product in 
the folds of the eye. Carefully selected ingredients 
ensure easy spreading and long-lasting effect.

Combination of four colors eyeshadow with the 
noble pearl shine, gives your eyelids elegant glow 
and sensual grace. Ideally designed formula pre-
vents  crumbling and unaesthetic gathering in eye 
folds. Create an unique effect with your favorite 
colors set.  
New composition - the same perfection!
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38 Liquid Eyeshadow
Glam

The metallic liquid eye shadow is a perfect choice 
for everyone who likes flash and diamond effect. 
This brilliantly liquid, long-lasting and sparkle 
eye shadow, combines the perfect mix of pearl 
and glitter to guarantee the 3D effect for the eye 
makeup. Light-reflecting particles gives an in-
credible shimmer and full cover. With its uniquely 
lightweight, water-infused texture, application is 
very easy and dries down smoothly. 
Your perfect look for a whole day and night!
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39 Liquid Eyeshadow
Matte

The matte version of liquid eyeshadow is also per-
fection. It is easy to apply and stays on the eyelid 
for a long time. You can easy blend Matte shades 
with Glam metallic eyeshadows. Lasts long and 
ensure perfect coverage, so you can create inter-
esting, unique combinations. 
Impress yourself! 
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TURQUOISE

08
GRAY

TANZANITE

41 Brow
powder

BROW SET
Brow set was designed to create very natural but also de-
fined eye brow look. Use these shades to make your brow 
fuller, thicker and visible. 

EYEBROW POWDER
Perfectly underlines the shape of the eyebrows. Giving 
them a natural color and appearance. It does not crumble 
or smudge. With this product, You can create everything 
what you need, from natural to full dramatic look. 

01 02

01 02 03



42 Eye Brow
pencil

Create flawless arches ! Excellent pencil for shaping, fill-
ing and defining eyebrows.
The brush at the end of the pencil allows you to give them 
an ideal, natural look.

02
GRAPHITE

01
DEEP

BROWN
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43 Eye pencil
Emphasize the shape of your eyes , or 
make a spectacular eye lines with any 
of the six pencils. Soft   formula provides 
the perfect contours and lines, gives 
light matting and ideal masking effect. 
Create a dark, intense line for dramatic 
look. Smudge on a softer line to create 
the ultimate smoky eye. Have fun!

010
BLACK

GRAPHITE GREEN

BROWN NAVY

BLUE

011 012

013 016015

44 Eyeliner pen
Due to shape of pen, eyeliner is easy 
in application. Pointed tip allows you 
to create a line of varying length and 
thickness. Properly selected formu-
la provides long-lasting effect with-
out smudging. Products is quickly ab-
sorbed, providing extremely expressive 
eye make-up. 

01
BLACK

45 Liquid
eyeliner

Easy to apply texture of eyeliner allows you create spectacular 
and precise lines without any efforts. Eyeliner dries very quickly 
and keeps shining bright color all day long. Parties, heat, active 
leisure – your eyeliner will stay with you – no disappointments.

01
BLACK
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47 Mascara 
Cover Lash

Mascara Cover Lash thanks to its formula and a silicon 
brush with optimized shape, gives you well tinted, thick-
ened and extreme extended eyelashes. It is warranty of 
deep glance effect without streaks lumps and sticking 
eyelashes. Contains panthenol and rice wax. 

COLOR: BLACK
SILICON BRUSH

46a

46b

46c

Total Fix
Transparent gel 

Shape & Color - Light
Eyebrow Gel

Shape & Color - Dark
Eyebrow Gel

Transparent gel to fix the shape of the eyebrows is a must-have in every  
cosmetic bag. Formule perfectly shapes and defines your eyebrows and 
gives you a natural look. Product contains peptide, d-panthenol and 
aloe. Eyebrows are more nourished, strengthened and simulated to
grow.

Coloring eyebrow gel. The quick-drying formula optically thickens hair, 
improves their shape and evens out its colour. Contains moisturizing 
aloe.

47a

47b

Maskara 
It`s Black

Mascara 
Really Black

Mascara It`s Black extends and separates eyelashes maximally. The special 
waterproof formula does not stick lashes and stays on them perfectly. 

Really Black mascara guarantees visible thickening and lengthening of the 
eyelashes. A specially designed silicone brush reaches even the shortest eye-
lashes, thanks to which they are perfectly separated.   
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48 Waterproof
Mascara

It’s function is to increase visual 
length of eyelashes and their sepa-
ration to raise and distinguish short 
lashes. Special shape of the brush 
provides amazing effect of long and 
extremely curly eyelashes. Thanks 
to the waterproof formula, you can 
enjoy the perfect result without 
smudges,  even in extreme condi-
tions in wet weather, sweaty work-
outs or pools.

COLOR: BLACK
SILICON BRUSH

49 Mascara
Collection

1. MEGA LASH
Extreme length with no effort! Mascara has a special formula 
and specific design of the brush, which leaves more mascara 
on the tips of the lashes for spectacular look. 

2. BIG VOLUME
The mystery of the new voluminous mascara is in innovative 
mascara formula, through which dreams of beautiful and thick 
eyelashes come true. The effect of extraordinary volume and 
long lashes - the result of the action of special fibers and wax, 
which provide excellent coverage of eyelashes. 

3. INSTA LOOK
Length, thickness and extra curl  - that what insta look needs. 
Choose this mascara to have a smooth and thick fringe 
around your eyes. Includes oils and waxes, and has a perfect-
ly matched brush which covers every single lash, to create a 
glam effect

4. SUPER CURL  
Long and curled lashes as much as 
possible. Special shape of the brush 
provides amazing effect by ensuring 
perfect distribution of mascara and 
by fixing lash bending. Must have!

COLOR: BLACK
SILICON BRUSH

COLOR: BLACK
SILICON BRUSH

COLOR: BLACK
SILICON BRUSH

COLOR: BLACK
SILICON BRUSH

50 Mascara 
Neon

1. CURL & CARE
If you need extra curl but also rich formula to care about 
your eyelashes, this is the right choice. Silicon brush ensures 
perfect distribution of the mascara and excellent combing. 
Formula with oils, cares and nourish.  

2. VOLUME & CARE                
For fans of thick eye lashes Mascara 
Neon has a voluminous version. The ef-
fect of extreme volume is the result of 
special fiber brush and wax, which pro-
vide excellent coverage. Still with care 
– formula with oils, nourish and give 
strength. 

COLOR: BLACK
SILICON BRUSH

COLOR: BLACK
FIBRE BRUSH
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53 Mascara 
Scale Up

Mascara Scale up is another bestseller, an important 
element of any makeup. The tapered brush separates 
lashes perfectly without sticking and lumps. Intense 
black formula quickly builds full coverage and volume. 
Contains panthenol and rice wax to extra care. 
Use once, and you’ll find out!

COLOR: BLACK
FIBRE BRUSH

51 Mascara
ICON

Mascara ICON contains everything which iconic look 
needs. Perfect adhere makes eyelashes thick and vol-
ume. Thanks to the soft formula it’s easy to spread 
mascara over the entire length of every single lash. 
Deep black color will make your look tempting. 

COLOR: BLACK
SILICON BRUSH
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54 Camouflage
POWDER
The Camouflage powder perfectly covers all imperfections. It 
makes the skin smooth and leaves it full of radiance. Gives a 
delicate, natural, matte make-up finish, with a long-lasting ef-
fect. Its formula is suitable for all skin types, even the most de-
manding. 

HIGHLIGHTER
Camouflage Highlighter is a multipurpose illumi-
nating powder which light face, eyes and collar-
bones. 

BRONZING
Camouflage Bronzing is a silky pressed  
bronzing powder with a subtle glow and 
soft finish. 

BLUSH
Camouflage Blush is a silky-smooth cheek 
color powder that blends seamlessly with 
skin for the most natural, fresh look. 

01
IRIDESCENT

GOLD

02
PORCELAIN 

ROSE

04
PEACH 
BEIGE

06
DEEP
BEIGE

01
LIGHT

VANILLA

03
NATURAL 

BEIGE

05
NUDE
ROSE

01
IRIDESCENT 
SUN GLOW

01
IRIDESCENT 

GOLDEN 
ROSE

56 Camouflage
Eyeshadow 4

The satin, smooth formula of Camouflage Eyeshadow is richly pigmented and 
contains shiny, bio glitter, thanks to which eye makeup will get a distinct expres-
sion. 

The shadows spreads perfectly and stays on the skin en-
suring a perfect make-up for the all day long. Eye shadows 
are available in several color variants. 

DEEP OCEAN SAHARA 
NUDE

SOLID
ROCK

PASTEL 
ROSE
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59 Anti-Aging 
foundation

Thanks to the specially selected oily extracts. Anti- Aging foun-
dation has a beneficial effect on the reduction of wrinkles and 
skin hydration. Due to green caviar, which contains healthy fats 
protecting cell membranes, the main  Anti-Aging effect is im-
proving skin elasticity. Green caviar, named as sea grapes, is 
also a source of collagen and antioxidants, that fights the neg-
ative effects of time. That’s why this is one of the secrets of the 
longevity inhabitants of Japanese Okinawa. Anti-Aging Foun-
dation reduces cutaneous signs of fatigue, dull complexion and 
dark circles. Skin is revitalized and beautifully radiant!  Available 
in a comfortable airless bottle. 

01
NATURAL

02
GOLDEN BEIGE

03
IVORY

04
SAND

FACE

60 Camouflage
foundation

Perfectly covers any skin imperfections. Conceals spider 
veins, redness, blemishes and sports. Due to rich formula 
moisturizes the skin but  simultaneously gives you a matte 
appearance. Foundation absorbs excess of sebum, provid-
ing smoothness and a light silky touch. It feels like second 
skin. 

01
SOFT BEIGE

02
PURE BEIGE

03
ROSE IVORY

04
LIGHT TAN
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63 Mousse Autocorrection
4in1

Mousse Autocorrection 4 in 1 replace products such as: 
makeup base, concealer, makeup primer and powder. You 
will achieve a perfect effect with only one product. Vegan for-
mula blends perfectly, changes color and adapts into the all 
skin types.

62 Matte-Match Mousse 
Foundation 

Matte-Match Mousse Foundation that perfectly adapts to the 
skin. Pleasant vegan formula is easy to spread and stays ex-
tremely long-lasting.

01
NATURAL

02
BEIGE

03
SHELL

01

64 BB Cream
foundation

97% natural beauty balm cream for your skin comfort! The per-
fect combination of moisturizing skincare with tonal properties 
cream. This formula corrects imperfections gives brightens, 
evens skin tone and moisturizes your skin due to Cannabis oil 
and hyaluronic. All  ingredients contains in this BB cream makes 
it suitable for Vegan. 

01
LIGHT

02
NATURAL



65 Matte Perfection 
make-up

Ideal for complexion with imperfections and a tendency to 
shine. The long wearing and oil-free formula  gives flat, matte 
finish and excellent coverage. You can forget about fixing 
your make-up even when the day is long. This formula allows 
you to keep matte perfection look.

01
NATURAL

02
BEIGE

03
SHELL

04
SAND
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67 Silicone Base 
Under Make Up

The silicone base fills in imperfections, reduces pores and 
smoothest fine lines, that why any make up can glide on 
smoothly and flawlessly. It’s also super adherent, so that 
makeup literally sticks to the product upon application.

68 Primer 4 in 1
The primer 4 in1 perfectly prolomngs the durability of make-
up and gives your skin luminous look. Thanks to carefully se-
lected ingredients this product smoothes the skin reduce the 
visibility of pores, moisturizes and prevents greasy effectively. 

01

68a Primer 4 in 1

Use it as a base to reduce visibility 
of vrinkles and provides that your 
make up will last for a long day. 
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69 Creamy Stick
1. HIGHLIGHTER
This Creamy Highlighter  can be applied directly to the skin 
and blended with fingers easily. Special formula creates an 
illuminated effect and add a healthy glow to your skin. 

2. BLUSH
The soft silky texture of Creamy Stick Blush can be applied 
directly to your cheeks and blended by fingers. Natural 
shades, peach or a subtle pink, highlight your fresh look by 
giving a natural blush.

  

01

01

01

02

3. BRONZING
Perfect for define features and create a 
natural sun-kissed skin effect.
Easy to  use packaging, creamy formula, 
make face contouring easier and more 
precision. 

70 Creamy Collection
Creamy collection are two-in-one products, that glides on 
like a lightweight cream to become a silky matte finish pow-
der. It is easy to apply, to achieve a dreamy effect of contour-
ing and glam. 

1. BRONZING CONTOUR & GLOW 
Full of light, pearly finish which gives a multidimensional look. 
It is easy to apply and never looks dry. Warms your skin tone 
up with a natural and sunny glow.

2. HIGHLIGHTER SMOOTH & BRIGHT
High-pearl compact powder starts out subtle and goes 
into high intense illumination effect. Shiny pigments deliver 
long-wearing illumination that makes the makeup expres-
sive and fresh.

3. GLOW ROSE & PEARL
Blush and Highlighter in one for those who like shortcuts! The 
product gives your skin freshness, radiance and natural look. 

4. BLUSH COLOR & SHINE
Creamy blush that transforms into the powder when it touch 
skin. High pigmented cosmetic touches your skin a radiant 
flush. Thanks to the lightweight texture it makes your skin look 
fresh and luminous.

01

01

01

01
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71 Foundation Compact
cream to powder

Cream to powder foundation, ensures a perfect complex-
ion without mask effect. Can be used as a foundation or 
a lightweight concealer. Its unique creamy texture, af-
ter contact with th skin transforms into very silky mousse 
powder. It is easy to apply, ensures complete coverage of 
imperfections, and gives matte result. Make-up looks fresh 
and gentle throughout the day. 

02

01

03

MEDIUM

LIGHT

WARM
BEIGE

01
NATURAL

02
BEIGE

72 Mineral Powder
Collection

1. FINISHING MATTE POWDER
It provides a smooth matte finish. Powder is suitable for 
oily skin, naturally absorbs oil. You can use it as the touch 
up throughout the day, or as a finish to your make up. 

2. BLUSH SHIMMER POWDER
It is pigmented mineral powder blush. Created for the ef-
fect of highlighting cheekbones with a delicate shiny glow. 

3. BRONZER ILLUMINATING POWDER
It gives your skin a naturally radiant glow and delicate sat-
in-brightening. Thanks to the light formula and mineral con-
sistency, this bronzing illuminating powder makes your make- 
up looks a shimmering, sun-kissed glow.

Mineral Powder Collection is a line of powders that makes 
skin imperfections seem to disappear. It is a finishing 
touch to the makeup, allows to keep your skin look natural 
and fresh. 

01

01



73 Mineral Foundation
loose powder

Mineral Foundation Collection provides medium buildable 
coverage and a natural look. Absorbs sebum to make a 
skin matte, gives natural and fresh appearance for all day. 

01

02

03

LIGHT

MEDIUM

TAN
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74 Natural Powder
Collection

1. MATTE FIXING POWDER
Transparent matt loose powder provides a matt and natural 
look. It is ideal for fixing make-up and can be used as a fin-
ishing powder to set your make-up for all day. Applied to the 
foundation perfectly matts and unifies make-up. This cos-
metic allows for impeccable your  make-up with matte effect.

2. LUMINOUS LOOSE POWDER
A luminous Powder,  that fixes and illuminates make-up. The 
smooth texture lets the skin breathe and keep transparent 
natural glow. Complexion appears lighter, naturally luminous 
all day long. It can be a perfect luminous finish effect for your 
make-up.

3. GLOWING LOOSE POWDER
This powder allows to keep a natural glow, and extends the 
wear time of foundation. Thanks to the light consistent it cre-
ates a healthy, radiant finish with spark. Your make-up looks 
glowing. 

Natural Powder Collection has been created to gives a skin 
fresh, matte finish. The natural silky powder absorbs oil and 
reduces shine, to help your look blast. Thanks to the light 
consistent formula it creates a healthy look and can be a 
perfect finish for your make-up.

01

01

01
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75 Matte 
translucent powder

Completely sheer, ideal for all skin tones, powder Matte gen-
tly absorbs oil and minimizes the appearance of wrinkles, 
fine lines and pores. Wear alone or buff over our foundation 
to lend extra staying power and achieve a professional and 
stunning porcelain matte look for all day.
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76 Color Focus 
powder

Create the finish with our silky powder that blend into 
skin. Treat and prevent skin imperfections with key ac-
tive ingredients formulated for problematic skin. Proven 
skin clarifiers absorb oil to create a beautiful matte finish.  
Available in two versions with or without mirror.
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LIGHT 
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78 Color Focus 
duo highlighter

Highlighter Duo is a compact set of illuminating powder with 
blush or bronzer. Illuminating powder adds radiance to your 
complexion and blush gives it a healthy glow. 

A set of highlighter and bronzing powder will give your 
skin a soft, sun-kissed look. Great contouring product 
to sculpt and define your face.

WITH BLUSH

WITH BRONZING
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79 Beauty Obssesion
Palette

Beauty Obsession  Palette is a combination of high pig-
mented color cosmetics, which gives you more interest-
ing and multidimensional make-up. Perfectly matched 
shades of colors and satin consistency provides spec-
tacular contouring and glam. 

1. HIGLIGHTER
The set of three shimmering velvety highlighters, thanks 
to which the complexion becomes luminous and radiant. 
Sensational also to accentuate facial features. 

2. CONTOURING
Basic face contouring set. Specially selected: contour, 
bronzing, highlighter, allows perfectly emphasize your 
cheekbones shape your nose and create the ideal jaw 
line in a few moments.

3. BLUSH
A trio of perfectly composed rode colours, each of them in 
different finish from matte to slightly shimmering. Choose 
this set to emphasize facial features and a youthful glow.

4. SPOTLIGHT
This palette has been designed to create a multidimen-
sional make-up and perfect glow skin. Contains three 
lighting shades, which you can use separately or connect 
with each other in a radiant glow. Due to this spotlight 
palette your make up looks luminous and sleek.

01

01

01

01

81 Color Focus
highlighter powder

That highlighting powder instantly radiates and lift your 
skin. It can be applied all over the face  or  just as a con-
tour, to lift and accentuate your natural features.

01

SILVER

02

GOLD
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82 Bronzing
illumination powder

Bronzing Powder creates the ultimate healthy glow. It is 
a true brown-based bronzer with a gold shimmer fusion 
that is excellent for creating a healthy and tanned skin 
look.

01

02

HONEY BRONZE

GOLDEN TAN

83 Color Focus   
blush

Create a beautiful flushed look with this enhancing blush. 
This innovative pressed blush creates a silky smooth tex-
ture that blend into your skin like a dream. For everyday 
wear. 

23 11

05 08

20 22

84 Camouflage 
concealer

This concealer helps you to cover blemishes, dark circles,  
spider veins and  other skin imperfections. With its liquid 
formula and handy, easy to use applicator,  you can be 
quick and precise. Enjoy your perfect appearance! 

03

01
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85 Concealer stick 
slim/regular 

This creamy, soft concealer stick helps camouflage blemishes, fine 
lines and other skin issues. Conditioning ingredients ensure easy blend-
ing (with fingertips, brush or  sponge) and natural look. The Concealer 
Stick provides medium to heavy coverage. Available with two version of 
packaging: slim and regular.

03

02

01

04

87 Anti-Spots Correction
1. MATTE POWDER
Thanks to magnolia extract and nigella sativa seed oil,  
matte powder of has a delicate consistency. Perfect-
ly touch your skin, reduces redness and gives a velvety 
finish. It covers small imperfection, unifies the skin tone 
and gives your complexion a natural and fresh look. It is 
enriches with oil from the manuka tree leaves that has 
antiseptic and anti-inflammatory properties. Easy to ap-
ply, stay on your skin all day. Recommended for skin with 
problems.

2. CONCEALER STICK SLIM/REGULAR
Modern from of concealer in the shape of an auto-
matic crayon with a thin stick that does not have to be 
sharpened. Comfortable and easy to apply. Allows to 
get a perfect complexion. Thanks to the magnolia ex-
tract and nigella sativa seed oil reduces redness of the 
skin. It is enriched with oil from oil from the manuka 
tree leaves that has antiseptic and anti-inflammatory 
properties. Proved imperfection coverage and stays on 
your skin all day. Recommended for skin with problems,  
Available in two version of packaging: slim and regular.

01

01

88 Make-up Setting Spray

A light spray-mist that sets all types of make-up and prolongs its hold, 
keeping it from melting. It is like invisible, protection film which lasts for all 
day and night. Contains glycerin to fresh and moisturized look. Enjoy the 
party and look perfect!
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NAILS

95 Nail Care 
Line

Nail Care is a products line created to care, protect and 
make your nails beautiful.

1. ULTRA HARDENER
- provides protection, prevents splits and breaks, 
strengthens the nail plate when used regularly.

2. GLOSSY TOP COAT
- gives a high gloss finish and gel effect without UV/
LED lights.

3. FAST DRYER
- helps in quick drying and protects nail polish from 
smudging.

94 Gel Like
nail polish

Glossy and catchy colours of the Gel Like 
nail polish makes the impression of a gel 
manicure from a beauty salon. However, 
to obtain this effect, you don’t need UV/LED 
lights or hours spent at the manicurist’s. To 
remove use standard nail polish remover.
So simple!
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98 Color Mini 
nail polish

Collection of our most fashionable colors in  mini ver-
sion. This nail polish leaves your nails with an excellent 
intensive color, dries quickly and does not make smudg-
es.  Handy bottle is comfortable to take it with you every-
where you need! 

97 Joli Color Shine 
nail polish

Wide range of colors and high pigmentation closed in an 
elegant square bottle. This nail polish provides full cov-
erage and impressive shine for natural nails. Thanks to 
a special brush, the enamel perfectly spreads on nails, 
leaving an intensive lasting color. It dries quickly and 
does not make smudges.  
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100 Nail Polish
remover

1. WITH ACETONE AND GLYCERIN 
Effective formula with acetone, perfectly removes nail polish-
es including ones with decorative components. Rich in glycerin, 
nourishes and cares. With a delicate, pleasant scent. 

2. ACETONE FREE WITH ALOE EXTRACT
Gentle acetone free nail polish remover with aloe extract is 
milder, but still as effective as standard product. Removes nail 
polish perfectly but with extra care.
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101 Smooth Hands Cream
with shea butter

Nourishing Shea Butter and delicate scent of white tea are per-
fect for dry irritated skin. Cream leaves hands soft and smooth 
due to velvety formula which gives fast absorbing without a 
greasy feeling. For everyday use!

102

103

Fresh & Clean
gel

Fresh & Clean
spray

Keep your hands clean!
 
Hand gel with hygienic properties leaves your hands clean 
anywhere and anytime. Advanced formula with glycer-
ine, keeps your hands well moisturized. Gel contains Alcohol 
(Ethyl & Isopropyl Alcohol) guarantees high protection and 
clean. No rinse formula, dries quickly without feeling sticky. 
Purify your hands without water and soap!

This products is next to help you to keep hygienic regime. This 
spray with alcohol, aloe, glycerin,  you can use for your hand as 
well as for the objects, you would like to purify. Due to the high 
protection properties it cleanse without the water and soap using.



FACE CLEANSING GEL

MICELLAR WATER

The cleansing gel perfectly cleanses the face and removes even wa-
terproof face and eye makeup. Aloe vera moisturizes the skin, niaci-
namide regulates excess sebum secretion and activates the natural 
protection of the skin. The product is suitable for all skin types.

Micellar liquid gently and thoroughly removes face and eye make-
up. Aloe and allantoin contained in the composition leave the skin 
smooth and moisturized. The product is suitable for all skin types, in-
cluding sensitive and irritated. 
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FACE SCRUB

CLEANSING OIL

CLEANSING FOAM

A cleansing scrub that removes and helps reduce the appearance of 
pores to restore skin radiance and leave it smooth and moisturized.   
Aloe vera moisturizes the skin, niacinamide regulates excess sebum 
secretion and activates the natural protection of the skin. The prod-
uct is suitable for all skin types. 

Makeup remover oil is gentle on the skin and does not affect its natu-
ral protective barrier. It gently removes makeup and impurities after 
a long day. Grapeseed and almond oils and vitamin E care for the 
skin and improve its condition.    

Facial cleansing foam cleanses the skin gently and effectively and 
removes makeup. Aloe vera and allantoin contained in the composi-
tion restore radiance to the skin and make it look young and healthy. 
Niacinamide has strong antioxidant properties. The product is suita-
ble even for people with sensitive skin.
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DAY & NIGHT MOISTURIZING CREAM

MOISTURIZING & NOURISHING CREAM

SMOOTHING & NOURISHING SERUM

DAY & NIGHT MOISTURIZING SERUM

REFRESH FACE TONIK

The day & night cream is a universal cosmetic, which perfectly mois-
turizes the skin and restores its natural glow. Additionally, hyaluronic 
acid, aloe and shea butter nourish the skin.  The formula is light and 
quickly absorbed without leaving a greasy film on the skin. Suitable 
for all skin types.

The moisturizing and nourishing cream strongly regenerates even 
very dehydrated and dull skin. Squalane, shea butter and macada-
mia oil ensure proper hydration and regeneration of the skin. The for-
mula is ideal for all skin types. 

Smoothing and nourishing serum is a universal and multi-tasking cosmetic - it 
has anti-inflammatory properties, makes the skin more resilient and firm, and 
slows down the aging process. It contains squalane, shea butter, vitamin E and 
hemp oil. The formula is ideal for all skin types. 

Day and night serum provides comprehensive hydration of face, 
neck and neckline. It perfectly restores the healthy condition of the 
skin, soothes irritations and redness. The formula contains hyaluronic 
acid, caviar extract and niacinamide. The formula is ideal for all skin 
types. 

Refreshing tonic with aloe vera and hyaluronic acid will take care of 
the proper hydration of your skin. During its application you will no-
tice that your skin becomes soft, fresh and full of radiance. A perfect 
formula for all skin types. 
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MOISTURIZING FACE MASK

MOISTURIZING BODY OIL

NOURISHING BODY PEELING

SMOOTHING & ILLUMINATING BODY LOTION

PLEASANT BODY BUTTER

Moisturizing face mask smooths the surface of the skin leaving it 
comfortable and refreshed. Aloe vera, hyaluronic acid, hemp oil 
brings a long lasting feeling of comfort and restores elasticity and 
radiance to the skin. 

A body oil with an energizing fragrance, it naturally moisturizes the 
skin and makes it glow. Hemp oil, vitamin E and hyaluronic acid 
strongly moisturize, revitalize and soothe irritation. The light formula 
is quickly absorbed and does not leave a sticky feeling.

Moisturizing scrub perfectly nourishes and oil the skin and leaves it 
velvety smooth and soft to the touch. Aloe vera and hyaluronic acid 
naturally protect the skin against moisture loss. 

Smoothing and brightening body balm is a multi-tasking product. Squalane, 
aloe vera, shea butter and macadamia oil provide long-lasting hydration, 
while illuminating particles leave a “wow” effect on the skin. 

The body butter makes the skin velvety soft to the touch. Squalane, 
shea butter and macadamia oil protect the skin against the loss of 
moisture, firm it and delay the aging process. The aromatic fragrance 
remains on the skin for a long time.
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FOR PERFECT EXPOSITION
OF OUR PRODUCTS,

we offer functional and durable
carton stand.
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FOR THE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATION,
we offer wall unit stand 

with LED lighting.
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LIPS
04 01 Color Booster & Intensive Care lipstick 10 colours 3,6 g 20 pcs 120 pcs 470 x 305 x 105 0,015 2,5 kg

04 02 Joli Color Shine long lasting lipstick 15 colours 3,6 g 20 pcs 120 pcs 470 x 305 x 105 0,015 2,3 kg

04 04 Velvet long lasting lipstick 15 colours 2,4 g 20 pcs 100 pcs 358 x 290 x 130 0,015 1,5 kg

05 05 Visage lipstick with Vitamin E 15 colours 4 g 20 pcs 120 pcs 470 x 305 x 105 0,015 2,1 kg

05 06 Color focus moisturizing lipstick 16 colours 4 g 20 pcs 120 pcs 470 x 305 x 105 0,015 2,1 kg

05 07 Ulitimate Color Intensifier lip balm 1 colours 2 g 20 pcs 100 pcs 358 x 290 x 130 0,015 1,4 kg

05 08 Magic lipstick 5 colours 4 g 20 pcs 120 pcs 470 x 305 x 105 0,015 2,1 kg

06 09 LIP iner 3 colours 2 g 144 pcs 720 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,015 5 kg

06 10 Liquid Matt Mouse lipstick 6 colours 2,5 g 24 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,012 2,4 kg

06 12 Metallic lip gloss 6 colours 2,5 g 30 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,012 2,4 kg

06 12 Bliss lip gloss 6 colours 2,5 g 30 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,012 2,4 kg

07 13 Let’s Glow lip glos 6 colours 7 ml 24 pcs 96 pcs 358 x 290 x 130 0,015 2,7 kg

07 14 Vivid Full Brilliant lip blos 6 colours 5 ml 24 pcs 96 pcs 358 x 290 x 130 0,015 2,8 kg

07 15 Every day lip gloss 6 colours 9 ml 24 pcs 96 pcs 358 x 290 x 130 0,015 2,7 kg

08 17 Glance Shine  lip gloss 6 colours 7 ml 24 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,012 2 kg

08 18 Glossy love lips lipgloss 7 colours 9 ml 30 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 130 0,015 2,1 kg

08 19 Vaseline Lip therapy 3 colours 10 ml 1 pcs 24 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,012 2 kg

09 20 Liquid Lip Balm with argan oil & vitamin E 2 colours 10 ml 20 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,012 2,4 kg

09 20a/b/c Lip Oil Mirror Effect 3 colours 10 ml 20 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,012 2,4 kg

09 21 Lip Balm Lolly Pop 4 colours 10 ml 30 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,012 2,7 kg

10 22 Vanilla & Raspberry 
lip balm with vitamin E 2 colours 9 ml 30 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 130 0,015 2,1 kg

10 23 Pink Pearl Lip balm 1 colours 4,2 g 20 pcs 500 pcs 565 x 345 x 205 0,04 8 kg

10 24 Lip Scrub with Oil 1 colours 4 g 20 pcs 500 pcs 565 x 345 x 205 0,04 8 kg

11 25 Lip balm CARE 
with aloe & sweet almond oil 3 colours 4,2 g 20 pcs 500 pcs 566 x 345 x 205 0,04 8 kg

11 26 Lip CARE with argan oil 1 colours 4,2 g 20 pcs 500 pcs 566 x 345 x 205 0,04 8 kg

11 27 Lip care with nourishing oils 5 colours 4,2 g 20 pcs 500 pcs 566 x 345 x 205 0,04 8 kg

12 28/28a Lip Balm Pure 1 colours 4,2 g 20 pcs 500 pcs 566 x 345 x 205 0,04 8 kg

12 29 Lip repair SOS with argan & olive oil 1 colours 4,2 g 20 pcs 500 pcs 566 x 345 x 205 0,04 8 kg

12 30 Lip Balm for Men 1 colours 4,2 g 20 pcs 500 pcs 567 x 345 x 205 0,04 8 kg

EYES

13 31 Beauty Obsession 
eyeshadow palette 13 sets 10 g 12 pcs 72 pcs 390 x 270 x 170 0,018 5,3 kg

13 31a Hello Beautifull!
eyeshadow palette 13 sets 10 g 12 pcs 72 pcs 390 x 270 x 170 0,018 5,3 kg

14 32 Color Focus eyeshadow 1 33  colours 4 g 18 pcs 72 pcs 385 x 290 x 82 0,01 1,7 kg

14 33 Color Focus eyeshadow 2 16 sets 4 g 18 pcs 72 pcs 385 x 290 x 82 0,01 1,7 kg

14 34 Color Focus eyeshadow 3 20 sets 4 g 18 pcs 72 pcs 385 x 290 x 82 0,01 1,7 kg

15 35 Metallic Shine eyeshadow  12 colours 4 g 18 pcs 72 pcs 385 x 290 x 82 0,01 1,7 kg

15 36 Color Focus eyeshadow 4’ 8 sets 4 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,5 kg

15 37 Color Focus eyeshadow 4 new 4 sets 10 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,5 kg

16 38 Liquid Eyeshadow Glam 6 colours 2,5 g 24 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,012 2,4 kg

16 39 Liquid Eyeshadow Matte 4 colours 2,5 g 24 pcs 120 pcs 358 x 290 x 110 0,012 2,4 kg

16 40 Duo Liquid Eyeshadow Glam & Matte 4 sets 9 g 30 pcs 120 pcs 385 x 290 x 130 0,015 2,7 kg

17 41 Brow set 2 sets 8 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,7 kg

17 41 Eyebrow powder 3 colours 5 g 18 pcs 72 pcs 385 x 290 x 82 0,01 1,7 kg

17 42 Eye Brow pencil 2 colours 0,7 g 144 pcs 720 pcs 385 x 290 x 130 0,015 5 kg

17 43 Eye pencil 6 colours 0,7 g 144 pcs 720 pcs 385 x 290 x 110 0,012 5 kg

17 44 Eyeliner pen 1 colours 1,6 g 72 pcs 720 pcs 290 x 340 x 140 0,014 7 kg

18 45 Liquid eyeliner 1 colours 2,5 g 30 pcs 120 pcs 385 x 290 x 110 0,012 2,4 kg

18 46a/b/c
Total Fix Transparent Gel

Eyebrow Gel Shape & Color - Light
Eyebrow Gel Shape & Color Dark

1 type 8 ml 30 pcs 120 pcs 385 x 290 x 110 0,012 2,1 kg

18 47 Cover Lash Mascara 1 type 8 ml 20 pcs 240 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,031 6,5 kg

19 47a It’s Black Mascara 1 type 8 ml 20 pcs 240 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,031 6,5 kg

19 47b Really Black Mascara 1 type 8 ml 20 pcs 240 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,031 6,5 kg

19 48 Waterproof Mascara 1 type 8 ml 20 pcs 240 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,031 6,5 kg
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19 49 Mascara Quiz collection 4 types 9 ml 20 pcs 240 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,031 6,5 kg

20 50 Neon Mascara 2 types 9 ml 20 pcs 240 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,031 6,5 kg

20 51 ICON Mascara 1 type 9 ml 1 pcs 6 pcs 140 x 105 x 130 0,002 0,45 kg

20 53 Mascara Scale up 1 type 9 ml 20 pcs 240 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,031 6,5 kg

CAMOUFLAGE
21 54 Camouflage powder 6 colours 10 g 12 pcs 48 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,1 kg

22 54, 55, 58 Camouflage line 3 colours 10 g 12 pcs 48 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,1 kg

22 56 Camouflage  Eyeshadows 7 sets 10 g 12 pcs 48 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4 kg

FACE
23 59 Anti Aging Founadion 4 colours 30 ml 16 pcs 64 pcs 385 x 290 x 110 0,012 5,4 kg

23 60 Camouflage Foundation 4 colours 30 ml 16 pcs 64 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 3,1 kg

24 62 Silk Tuoch Mousse Foundation 3 colours 30 ml 9 pcs 54 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,022 6,5 kg

24 63 Mousse Autocorrection 4 in 1 1 colours 30 ml 9 pcs 54 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,022 6,5 kg

25 64 BB Cream foundation 2 colours 30 ml 16 pcs 64 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 3,1 kg

25 65 Matte Perfection make up 4 colours 30 ml 12 pcs 60 pcs 140 x 105 x 130 0,002 3,1 kg

25 66 Make up with Aloe exctract 4 colours 30 ml 16 pcs 64 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 3,1 kg

26 67 Silicone Base under make up 1 colour 30 ml 10 pcs 60 pcs 140 x 105 x 130 0,002 4,6 kg

26 68 Primer 4 in 1 1 colour 30 ml 10 pcs 60 pcs 140 x 105 x 130 0,002 4,6 kg

26 69 Creamy stick 4 colour 10 g 12 pcs 64 pcs 385 x 290 x 130 0,015 5 kg

27 70 Creamy collection 4 colour 10 g 10 pcs 60 pcs 385 x 290 x 110 0,012 4,1 kg

27 71 Foundation Compact 
cream to powder 3 colour 10 g 10 pcs 60 pcs 385 x 290 x 110 0,012 4,1 kg

28 72 Mineral Powder Collection 4 colour 5 g 9 pcs 81 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,031 4,2 kg

28 73 Mineral Foundation loose powder 3 colour 5 g 9 pcs 81 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,031 4,2 kg

29 74 Natural Powder Collection 3 colour 5 g 9 pcs 81 pcs 385 x 290 x 275 0,22 5 kg

29 75 Matte translucent powder 3 colour 10 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,8 kg

30 76 Color Focus Powder 8 colours 12 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,8 kg

30 77 XXL Powders 4 colours 30 g 1 pcs 12 pcs 385 x 290 x 110 0,012 4,1 kg

30 78 Color Focus DUO highlighter 4 colours 12 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,8 kg

31 79 Beauty Obsession palette 4 types 10 g 12 pcs 72 pcs 390 x 270 x 170 0,018 3,6 kg

31 80 Mosaic powder & blush 4 colours 12 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 5,3 kg

32 81 Color Focus Highlighter 4 colours 12 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,8 kg

32 82 Bronzing Illumination powder 2 colours 12 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,8 kg

32 83 Color Focus Blush 6 colours 12 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,8 kg

32 83 Color Focus Blush mini 6 colours 4 g 18 pcs 72 pcs 385 x 290 x 82 0,01 1,7 kg

33 84 Camouflage Concealer 3 colour 5 ml 24 pcs 96 pcs 140 x 105 x 130 0,002 3,2 kg

33 85 Concealer stick slim 5 colour 2,7 g 20 pcs 100 pcs 140 x 105 x 130 0,002 1,6 kg

33 85 Concealer stick regular 5 colour 4,2 g 20 pcs 120 pcs 470 x 305 x 105 0,015 2,4 kg

33 86 Correction Palette 1 type 10 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,7 kg

34 87 Antibacterial Matte Powder 1 type 12 g 12 pcs 96 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 4,8 kg

34 87 Antibacterial Concealer slim 1 type 2,7 g 20 pcs 100 pcs 385 x 290 x 130 0,015 1,7 kg

34 87 Antibacterial Concealer regular 1 type 5 g 20 pcs 120 pcs 470 x 305 x 105 0,015 2,5 kg

34 88 Make-up fixer  mist 1 type 60 ml 1 pcs 100 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 8,6 kg

NAILS
35 94 Gel like nail polish 36 colours 10 ml 42 pcs 168 pcs 390 x 270 x 170 0,018 8,2 kg

35 95 Nail Care line 3 colours 12 ml 12 pcs 72 pcs 385 x 290 x 82 0,01 4,2 kg

36 96 Care and Colour Nail treatment 12 colours 8 ml 12 pcs 72 pcs 385 x 290 x 82 0,01 3,8 kg

36 97 Joli color Shine nail polish 64 colours 12 ml 12 pcs 72 pcs 385 x 290 x 82 0,01 4,1 kg

36 98 Color Mini nail polish 64 colours 12 ml 12 pcs 72 pcs 385 x 290 x 82 0,01 2 kg

36 99, 100 Nail polish remover 2 types 60 ml 1 pcs 88 pcs 470 x 305 x 105 0,015 6,8 kg

37 101 Smoth Hand cream 1 type 30 ml 16 pcs 64 pcs 390 x 270 x 170 0,018 3,8 kg

37 102 Fresh & Clean hand gel 1 type 30 ml 1 pcs 100 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 5,8 kg

37 103 Higenic mist 1 type 30 ml 1 pcs 100 pcs 385 x 385 x 145 0,22 5,8 kg



Research & Development

Quality Control

Our R&D Department takes care of every part of 
your bulk.

Our Quality Control Department takes care 
of your product even before we start 

the production process.

We observe the newest trends, test new kind of raw materials and search 
for some new and unique formulation. We also create colors especially 

for your needs.
In our lab we are testing cosmetics with microbiology and dermatology.
We cooperate with a few laboratories around the Europe as well. We can 

check for example, if your product is antibacterial.
We exchange your ideas into your products.

Phase 1 – all of the used materials for package, raw materials for bulk  
          are being checked, before we start production
Phase 2 – your product is checked and controlled on each production    
                  step. We check bulk, printing, box and much more.
Phase 3 – final checking before packing and leaving our factory



Create your product
in 6 simple steps

1 2 3

Define your
needs

Choose
package

Imagine
finish

and design

Decide
what kind

of bulk
you want

One of the most
important think 

about cosmetic is 
the way you

present it. 

You have ideal
package for your

product, you
need to think

about the design. 

Think what would
you like to offer

to your customer. Let us know, what is your
vision, give us some

inspiration and we will surely
find something interesting for

you. You can choose from
wide variety of packages 

produce by ourself or we can
find for you something what
meets your expectation. We 
cooperate with producers

from around the world – from
Asia, Europe and USA.

We offer you all of the 
decoration techniques, which

can underline your logo, or
just stand our from other

cosmetic manufacturer. HS
and silkscreen print, any kind

of metallisation, labels, are
created according the market

trends and your 
requirements. 

Think about the special
requirements of the bulk.
We have a wide range of

ready bulks, from which you
can easily find something

interesting for you. Whenever 
you need it to be

Öko-conform, some
ecological certification or you

just need good quality
product – we are open to

create something you want. 

4 5 6
Think

about your
colours
range 

Find
the best
way to
pack it

Fulfill
the logistic

require-
ments 

Even the best
bulk will be

nothing without
the proper colors. 

After having
ready product,
it needs to have
a proper look on
the shop shelf. 

When you
product is ready,
you need to meet

special logistic
criteria. 

Whatever part of the world
you come from, you can

easily find any shade from our 
wide range of colours.

We have over 300 Nail Polish
colours, over 200 lipstick
colours and even more

eyeshadows. If you need
special colour - we will create 

it for you. 

We offer you many options of 
the packages. We can

prepare made to measure
carton box, some occasional

packages, leaflet with
description, some sets,

especially made trays, or just
single product itself. Trendy
ecological packagings are

also our strengths. 

Whatever is require by you -
3-pack, 5-pack or 50 units per 

small box, just let us know
about, we take care of it.

We can pack you product
within polybag, protective

sleeve, small cartons or just
single box. We will meet all

the standards you wish.

We quarantee
the result



Your complete
cosmetic is ready!


